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Let's be honest, few humans enjoy meetings, and many feel trapped in meetings. As leaders,
we don't want to burden those we lead, but meetings can seem to do that more often than not.
We wanted to address the pain of meetings through the meetings with saints, library. Here we
have 15 plus presentations dedicated to improving the meetings we run. We have experts in the
field addressing topics like getting people involved in meetings, staying on task, dealing with
conflict and meetings and a ton more. We'd love you to explore the full meetings with saints
library over 14 days at no cost to you. You can do this by visiting leading saints dot org slash 14
that's leading saints dot org slash one four. We'll also give you access to all of our virtual
libraries, the educate about other leadership topics. It's really good stuff. So visit leading saints
dot org slash 14 or click the link in the show notes. So my name is Kurt Francom and I am the
founder and executive director of leading saints and obviously the host of the leading saints
podcast. Now I started leading saints back in 2010. It was just a hobby blog and it grew from
there by the time 2014 came around. We started the podcast and that's really when it got some
attraction and took off 2016, we became a 501c3 nonprofit organization and we've been growing
ever since. And now I get the opportunity of interviewing and talking with remarkable people all
over the world. Now this is a segment we do on the leading saints podcast called how I lead.
And we reach out to everyday leaders, they're not experts, gurus, authors, PhDs, they're just
everyday leaders who've been asked to serve in a specific leadership calling and we simply ask



them, how is it that you lead? And they go through some remarkable principles that should be in
a book that should be behind a PhD. They're usually that good. And we just talk about sharing
what the other guy's doing. And I remember being a leader, just simply wanting to know, okay, I
know what I'm trying to do, but what's the other guy doing? What's working for him? And so
that's why every Wednesday or so we publish these how I lead segments to share. All right,
today on this how I lead interview we're headed to the billings Montana steak with, first of all,
Adele Williams, the stake president. How are you doing? I'm doing well. Thanks, Kurt. Good.
And I guess the person who mainly gets the credit for lining this up is you're young women's
stake president, which is Sara Payne, Sara. Welcome. Stake Relief Society president actually.
We're keeping that mistake. We're all kids inside. That's what I say. Or else kids inside. Okay,
cool. Nice. I guess the reason they got the youth in my mind is that Colette Hall was the one that
connected us and Sara, your Friends with Collette and Colette, we talked about the youth and
whatnot. But then she recommended to you and president Williams is some sort of unique
approaches that you're doing in leadership and just communication and just running the stake in
a way that is effective. So we're going to dive into those. President Williams maybe start us off.
Just give us an idea of the Billings Montana steak. So we're what I would think is just a typical
steak. We've got pretty good normal demographics. A lot of families we have a one branch.
We're in Montana, so we have to have a branch. And then we have one young single adult unit
at our board or in our stake as well. So, but we've got a lot of young families in our stake in
Sara's ward in particular. It's clear full of young families. But then we have the demographic of
some older couples and singles. A lot of singles in our in our stake as well. Great. And how long
have you been the stake president? So I've been staying president for 5 years as the steak
Brown. Nice. Very good. And then Sara how long have you been serving those really sighted
president? Almost two years.
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Okay, very good. Very good. And I guess where do you Sara, maybe just tell from your
experience like, had you been award relief study president before this opportunity? I was in
branch. I was a branch relief society president, a little in a little town in Maine. And so I had
experience, yeah, in that calling before. So which definitely helped prepare me to work at the
stake level. Cool. And was there a story behind being called as the stake relief study president?
Oh, I think so. I remember, you know, when you get a call from the clerk saying, we want both of
you and your husband to come in and meet with the stake president. I think I said to my
husband, or maybe he just wants to, I don't know, see how we're doing. And I remember my
husband saying, you just keep telling yourself that. And I was at the time I was serving as a
counselor in the stake primary presidency. That had been my calling for a little over a year. And
so I'd gotten to know the stake presidency a little bit. And more importantly, just like the people
throughout the stake, right? And serving in that way. And so what I remember most about that
day was president Williams saying to me, we're looking for someone who's willing to think
outside the box. And I felt like that was like him giving me permission to do things a little bit



differently. And I've always appreciated that always. Yeah. I mean, with your approach to I'm
sure Sara wasn't the first organizational leader that you called. What's your approach when
extending those calls? What have you learned over the years? What could you teach us from
your own experience? Well, as we were, our previous relief society president was coming up on
the time to be released. We keep them in about a three year period of time generally. And as we
were counseling together as a stake presidency, we had talked about the demographics of our
stake with all these young families and the needs of some of the younger sisters, as well as the
single sisters. And so we've talked about different names and we make lists, trying to do our
work on receiving revelation on where we should go and as we had gotten to know Sara
because of her calling in the primary presidency and when her name was discussed, it was
while she approaches things a little differently. And I said, well, that's exactly what we need. And
so when we extended the call, that's why I said, we're looking for somebody that does things
outside the box. She didn't give me the privilege of knowing what outside the box meant at the
time. I don't think he knew what he was getting into fully at all. So Sara, where did this
reputation come from as far as doing things a little differently? That's a good question. I'm not
sure. I mean, I'm a life coach in my profession. And so, and I have a podcast. And so I think that
just kind of have trained myself to think about things differently or what about this or have we
thought about it this way or what if it's not so bad that kids these days are doing things this way.
And so I think I must have just gained a reputation in that regard. And then so Dale, you're
walking into this extending the calling with that, you know, I guess that reputation that the Sara
has a positive one for sure. When you said to think outside the box, was there more to that? Or
is that something you say a lot to to other organizational leaders? No, that was the first time I
had said it. And it won't be the last time because I just felt like we needed a fresh approach. We
had just had this introduction of new way of doing things, higher and holier way of doing things.
What does ministry mean? What does loving one another mean? What does it look like? And
her approach was a little different than the old visiting teaching model and so she just viewed
things differently that we could see and we said that's what we need. We need this change that
looks at things differently. What does the relief society do? What we need to see have a different
look at what the relief society does. What their role. Yeah, that's great. Principle I want to
highlight here is just this action that's so crucial for leaders to do of giving permission to
individuals because in these roles, like, you know, we don't want to necessarily shake the box.
And none of us want to be a renegade or anything like that. And so, you know, we want to just
stay in the box and a lot of time and just be a good soldier and do arrest to do.
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And so just that permission of saying, you know what, we do want you to think outside the box
and do some things differently. So Sara, anything else coming to mind as far as this thinking
outside the box, did you feel that that permission? Did it feel free? I definitely did feel like I had
permission to just maybe challenge this status quo a little bit, like that's kind of how I interpreted
that. Just because it's the way things have always been done, maybe it's not the way we have to



continue to do them. But then for sure, I can't remember exactly what I was thinking in the
beginning, but I'm sure those first Stake Council meetings I felt very intimidated or had a hard
time, I always speak up. I always share my opinion, but I probably shared it more shakily. And
with less confidence than I do now, just not ever having been a part of meetings like that before
being the really study president, yeah, and then just as I, as we, as I continued to. Develop my
relationship with myself in this calling and also just like with president Williams and the other
members of the stake presidency and Stake Council, I just, it was easy for me to believe my
opinion matters here and my voice matters here. And so that has really, I feel like president
Williams has created such an environment of openness that we all feel like we can say what we
think even if it's not the same thing that the person who commented before us thinks. So Dale
teach us about I mean, how do you do that? Maybe it's something that just comes naturally, you
don't, it's not like you're thinking through this is step a, B, and C to do that. But what comes to
mind as far as being effective in helping your other leaders feel that well, maybe it comes to that
I have no idea what to do to begin with. And I need to gather the ideas of everybody else to
formulate my own ideas. And there's some truth to that. I think counseling together and
gathering the ideas of the leaders is really what the primary role of the person presiding in a
meeting should be. And so I want to gather what their thoughts are. And sometimes with some
of our organization leaders, their hesitant to participate. They have been in the past. They've
been hesitant to participate in, that doesn't work for me because I don't have any ideas, so I
need to get some ideas from the members of the council. So it really doesn't serve you as the
leader, right? Right. Right. And so, and I try to do that even in my individual meetings, our
interviews is I want to get the idea of what's on what's on their mind. In an individual interview as
well as in a Stake Council, we'll ask what's on your mind, whether you're thinking about. That's
great. Is that often like just a way that you'll start a meeting or is asking that and putting the
feelers out? Yes. Yeah. That's the way he starts every meeting with me. Yeah, wow. Every
meeting is what's going on with me. And he does it in Stake Council too. And I think what he's
like, I didn't recognize this or wasn't able to articulate it until just our most recent Stake Council
meeting, but I feel like what he's saying when he says that that he's not actually saying is I trust
that the spirit is working through you. Tell me what the spirit has been telling you lately. Yeah,
that's empowering for sure. And I know the temptation serving in the stake prince. I remember
those days of you have privacy meeting and you talk good hour or so about different things and
you can't help but put an agenda together for the next high council meeting or the next Stake
Council meeting and so it's easy to walk into those meetings with an agenda of like here's ten
things we're going to talk about because this is on our mind and they may feel and look like
really important things. But it takes some discipline to say, well, let me get there or let's see how
many of these items on this list are what the other leaders are thinking about and so by starting
by asking that question that really I can see how they can be really effective. And that's
something we try to do is we do have agendas when we come in. So it's not a free for all on
point. But before to the agenda items, I want to know what's on the mind of the members of the
council, whether it's a stake presidency or whether it's an individual interview or whether it's a
stake council. And so many times, what's been on the mind of the stake presidency, and what
we've talked about in our stack presidency will align with the Stake Council and the members of
the Stake Council.
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And sometimes they have the things that we should have had on the agenda to begin with. But
we didn't get there until we counseled together to see what's on the minds of the members. So
this plays into the different principles that you two sent me prior to this interview is one just this
communication, which leads to others believing that you're on the same team, right? I think this
is generally what we were talking about. Anything else around that cultural culture you're
establishing in these meetings. Anything else you'd add as far as how you go about doing that?
Well, maybe one thing is sometimes I'll have an agenda item that I want to talk about. And that I
feel inspired that we should talk about. But many times that agenda item will morph or change a
little bit after I've sought the council of those that are in the meeting. And I feel like if I were to
come in and say, here's what we're going to talk about today, that's the only thing that we would
talk about that day. And so I feel like it closes down openness as the presiding leader that I stay,
this is what I think we should talk about. Then everybody else feels like they just fall in line and
say, yes, that's what we'll talk about, where so I think it's good to get the opinion and the insights
of others before I say where I were my thoughts are. Yeah. Anything you'd add to that, Sara, is
that yeah, just that he states his opinion last, which I think in the church we're really good at
respecting our leaders and authority. And so sometimes if the leader says what they think first,
then it's like, well, I was kind of thinking the opposite, but I'm not going to say that because, you
know, he's a stake president. So he always saves his opinion for last. And that's been
something that I've taken into my own presidency to just, I want to know what my counselors
and secretary think first, and then again, my opinion, just like president Williams said, my
opinion often changes before I even get the chance to share it. And then the other thing that
came to mind was I can't remember exactly how you say it present Williams. But some version
of revelation happens in groups or we all get a piece of the revelation and so that gives me
permission to share what's coming to my heart and mind in the meetings that we have together.
That's great. Scattered among us from council from several of our churches. Yeah. So president
Williams with you, is there to speak or to give your opinion last or whatnot? I mean, it sounds
easier than it really is. At least from my experience, is that, I mean, how do you, what's that
discipline look like, or how do you make sure that you don't allude or lean one way to the other
as discussion is happening? Well, I wish it were as easy as it's not easy. And I don't do it
perfectly. But I try to not taint what other people might have thought prior to coming in or as
we're having that discussion. And so it's mainly making sure we hear from everybody first and
the truth be known that the majority of the time after we've asked others for their input, my
thoughts or my emphasis or sometimes my entire opinion of what I was thinking previously will
change. And so I think that's part of the revelatory process of gaining information through
counseling together, gaining revelation through counseling together. Yeah. Yeah, that's powerful.
All right, anything else as far as that concept as far as, you know, the communication that's
happening, being on the same team. Do we cover it pretty well? Yeah, and I think just as I'm
thinking about it, I think there's a fine line between respecting our leaders and then putting them
up on a pedestal above us where they're all knowing. And I think president Williams is a really



good job of being open and vulnerable and being like, listen, I'm working through all of this. I'm
just trying to live the gospel like everybody else, you know? And this is just the calling that I've
been given right now. And so when we can see ourselves like on the same team as those that
we're working with, it kind of makes it easier to say what we're really thinking and what's going
on for us. And the inspiration that we're receiving versus just defaulting to, well, he must know
best because, you know, he's the stake president, you know, so.
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Yeah. So president Williams, do you want to go on record and say that you are not online?
Okay, all right. All right. Nice. So talk to me about unity. This is an interesting principle that you
sent me as far as your approach to unity because sometimes it can feel like unity is like when
we go in a meeting and everybody agrees and we just love each other. Like there's no, there's
definitely no contention, but there's definitely no conflict either, right? It's just smooth and going
together. So how do you aim and reach for unity? And how does it get messy sometimes? Sara,
do you want to jump in? Yeah. I think the. Thing that helps the most is going into any interaction
believing that we're on the same team. So I know that he and I are on the same team. He wants
what's best for the sisters in the stake. I want what's best for the sisters in the stake. And then
knowing we're probably not always going to agree on what that looks like. But just knowing that
having that basis, like we're on the same team, then when we discuss the needs of the sisters, I
am willing to say I don't agree with this or that, you know, can we do it differently? And even if
he says, I mean, there have been moments in his office when we kind of like, no. But we're
arguing back and forth about, you know, it's like very respectful. But there's conflicts there for
sure. But knowing, yeah, he wants what's best for them and I want what's best for them. We're
going to we're going to work this out. And that I think is very, very helpful. One way that I think
I've kind of shaken things up in our steak is just some of the traditions that we've had with the
relief society sisters take care of. These meals and help with these certain service projects. And
as I've kind of pushed up against some of that, he, which has been easy for me to do because
of the principles we've talked about previously, you know, just like I know that my opinion
matters and I see him as like, I respect him and his calling, but I also see him as a peer, then it's
easy for me to kind of push up against some of the cultural norms that all stakes have, right?
And when we do that, then if he disagrees with me, that's fine, because I know that we both
want what's best and then I think it's just easier to actually say what I really think. And no
knowing that unity doesn't mean I'm going to quote unquote get my way. I'm thinking of all the
sisters in the stake and he's thinking of everyone in the stake. Yeah. Yeah. Anything you'd add
to that, president Williams, as far as the let me just with unity and establishing unity? Yeah, well,
let me just share a quick example of this idea of not always agreeing that this is the way it ought
to be. We had a tradition of the relief society, had a food committee and this food committee,
anytime we had a missionary meal or a transfer meal or zone conference meal or a steak a
steak meal, we called the relief society, and we asked to release society to take care of it. And
that was perhaps one of the first things she said, right from the beginning, she said, do you want



me to think outside the box? What if we didn't do this? I don't think this is the way this ought to
be. I don't think this is the role of the relief society. And so we counseled together and we said,
well, let's not, let's not have the, let's disband this food committee that we've utilized in the past.
And you know what, the stake didn't fall apart. The missionaries haven't gone hungry and it's
been spread out and the relief society we now takes a turn at providing meals instead of being
the food committee may take their turn along with the stake young man's and along with the
activities committee, some of the high council. So that's something that has and it's brought
better unity and understanding of what the role of the relief society and the relief society
president is. So sometimes we have preconceived ideas of the way things ought to be. And I'll
just share a quick story when I was first called as a bishop. This was a lot of years ago is within
the first couple of weeks. I had a call in the middle of a night of a sister that was in need, so I
called my counselor, and we went over to this young lady's house and she was having a manic
moment and she was seeing bugs on the wall and she was convinced there were bugs on the
wall and I spent the first 40 minutes telling her there weren't bugs on the wall.
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And the spirit told me directly, this is not the approach. You are not going to convince her there's
not bugs on the wall because that's what she sees. And so when I backed off of what I thought
ought to be there and what she thought ought to be there, I said, well, I'm going to come to
where she is. And so I've used this example, a lot of times when I visiting with people who are
having marriage trouble, I'll say, you know, your reality is different than your husband's reality.
You might see the husband might be seeing bugs on the wall and you don't see bugs on the
wall. And so what if both of you would just take back and say, I may be wrong and he may be
wrong or she may be wrong. What if we figured out what God wants? If we all want what God
wants, then I have opportunity to change what I think as a husband and you have an opportunity
what you have to what or think as a wife. And we can come together in unity. Instead of standing
battle lines and fighting on battle lines. And so that's the way I viewed this idea of the food
committee is I saw that. This was a good efficient way to run the stake. It worked out really well.
She saw it differently. And once I stepped back from it and saw what she saw, then we said,
there's a different way we can do this. And I think it's a better way for our stake in its function
better that way. Yeah, because there's sort of that the allure of efficiency, right? Because this
works, like Sara, don't break it if it works, you know? That type of thing, but there's maybe a
larger perspective to consider rather than efficient or not. And because there might be other
ways to make things efficient. I've said it a lot of times in our stake. What is efficient isn't always
effective? Those are two different things. Efficiency in parenting, there's a lot of things we do
efficiently, like do the dishes yourself. It's not effective for long-term learning. And so I think
there's a difference between effective and efficient. Nice. Anything else we haven't touched on
as far as the concept of unity and building unity? I just would, as I am thinking about this
example of the food committee, you know, I think there's a place for the relief society also to be
willing to let other people do something that they do well and not do it as well as they do it. Or



do it differently than they do it. And so. We don't, it's kind of like what you said about efficiency
and effectiveness. It's okay if they do it differently. That's the point isn't like who can do it best all
the time. The point is we want to create a different culture here. In a different narrative. And so I
think as women in particular, sometimes like we see to step back and be like, we're just going to
let them do it. We're going to let like they're willing to do it. The high council is going to do the
dinner. This is amazing. I love it. Whatever they do is going to be awesome, even if it's different
than the way that I would do it. The presentation might be a little different when the high council
does it versus when the release society does. Yes. Yeah, it's so true. And that's okay. Because
sometimes we feel like, yeah, but no, this is visiting authorities coming and we need to make
sure that the tablecloth is straight and iron. But at the end of the day, if the elder scorm or high
council rolls in with pizza, like, hey, you're going to eat. And you're not going to go hungry, right?
Yes. That's awesome. Tell me about just, well, let me ask and sort of relation to that. What is the
cadence as far as your interaction together? Do you have regular one on one meetings as the
stake president and the stake relief site president or how do you outside of just the general
council meetings? How does that unity get built between the two of you? Do you want to answer
that present Williams? Well, I'll give the I'll give the cadence and then if you'll maybe you can
talk about what we talk about. But I have a wonderful executive secretary that does all of my
work for me. So we meet about once a month for interviews, along with the bishops. We meet
about once a month with a stake release society president. Nice. Awesome. And then how do
those meetings go for you, Sara? No, I love them.
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I think it was actually my friend Colette that was that I was telling her about something in the
meeting once and she said, you know that's not normal, right? You should share this with people
because it's awesome. I feel like I usually, I don't run the meeting, but I bring whatever is on my
mind. And that comes from him asking me at the beginning of every meeting like what's on your
mind, what do you want to talk about? And so it's not uncommon for me to message him a few
days before and be like, I just read this conference talk what you review it again because I think
that we could discuss this and this about this talk that the sisters that would be useful for the
sisters. And yeah, and so I really feel like I have a lot of input and say in what goes on in those
meetings. I feel like it's for it's for the sisters and he knows that I know what's going on with the
sisters and so I get to kind of I wouldn't say leave the discussion but I have a lot of say in what
we talk about in those meetings. I love it. And to me that's a big, maybe sometimes overlooked
just with the busyness of being a leader in the different meetings and demands that are there
that just those one to one interactions are just overwhelmingly time well spent connecting with
individuals so they feel heard and outside of that group setting where they may be it is easier to
speak up or to share unpopular opinion or when there's one to one setting. So then just tell me
about the last principle you put down here is just like creating your Stake Council and
stewardship interviews are a safe space for all kinds of opinions. Anything you do to facilitate
that that we haven't touched on already. Before our stake presidency at the beginning of our



stake presidency meeting at the beginning of our Stake Council and the beginning of all the
interviews, I want to counsel together with them. We have our agenda items. We have the
things that we need to talk about. We have some things we need to work through. But I feel like
if we will talk about a gospel principle, if we'll talk about a concern that one of us might have or
something that we've heard throughout the stake that we've had, if we can count it together
about that, I think it invites the spirit and what happens at the end of the meeting is the business
becomes much easier to work through. Because we've come to a unity of thinking we've melded
our views a little better. And so when it comes to the business, it flows faster and it works better.
So in a stake presidency meeting, we might spend the first 20 minutes or 30 minutes talking
about a gospel principle or a portion of the church handbook of instruction before we actually
get to the agenda items. So we do the same in our stake councils, as well as our high council.
Awesome. And Sara, for you, you talked about early on that you're sort of hesitant to speak of
just because you're the Newbie in the room, right? Even as the stake release say, president,
was there anything else we haven't discussed as far as how you felt more and more safe to
share perspectives and opinions? Yeah, I think that I just just felt like my opinion mattered, you
know, that it was never dismissed or overlooked. And not just by president Williams and his
counselors, but by the entire Stake Council, I feel like the stake councils that we have are like
exactly what president Nelson would want a Stake Council to look like. He could come in and
video them. Or for that matter, what the savior envisions a council to look like. And so that and I
think that it should be said too that president Williams and his counselors as well. They are open
and vulnerable and they share things that they're going through. And so it makes it easier for us
as members of the council to do the same. I remember, in particular, there was one time, I think
this was in a stewardship interview with just he and I, but I had recognized in my own personal
study that I had some. Questions about president Nelson. And I was like, ah, I noticed when I'm
listening to him speaking conference, I'm like having these doubts come up, you know? And so I
prayed about it, and I was thinking about what I felt inspired to listen to every conference talk
he'd given since he was the prophet, and to just really try to understand these doubts I was
having.
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And I remember I felt completely completely safe to share that with the president Williams. I
knew he wouldn't judge me. I knew that he would just maybe have questions or just talk to me
about it. And my heart was totally changed as I listened to all of these talks again that the
prophet had given. And as I was sharing this with president Williams, he paused and he said,
will you please share that with the sisters? And as you go, in our stake that the sacroiliac
present, they are kind of viewed as like a high council person. And so we go and we speak in
the sacrament meetings of the different words throughout the year as well. And he said, share
that, please share that it doubts are okay and that there's a way to turn to the savior to work
through them. So well, that's cool. Maybe the president Williams you can speak to this, the Sara
mentioned that oftentimes you and your counselors will share what you're going through. As an



example of what that looks like, come to mind. Yeah, so. We have members in the stake who
are struggling with adult children where the children are questioning the way they were raised
and that they have concerns about they didn't have agency and well, that's me. That's why I
have we have 8 children and they're some of them are having questions and so I think it's good
for me to share that for having some of those same concerns. In fact, we have stake conference
coming up this weekend and that's one of the topics that we'll be talking about is I'm going to
address the stake as if I was a talking to my family on where their questions might be where
their answers might be coming from. So I think it's important to have some vulnerability, we very
seldom do we come together because we have strengths that are alike. We usually come
together more unity wise when we have weaknesses that are like that's why we love to save you
so much. I think is because he accepts us knowing all of our vulnerabilities in all of our
weaknesses and still still loves us. Yeah, now that's such a crucial principle to sit with and
consider is, you know, oftentimes in leadership, for example, like a 5th Sunday lesson, maybe a
bishop is 5th Sunday, the bishop walks in and starts teaching lesson about a certain topic. And
oftentimes members can sit there and be like, where did this come from? Why are we talking
about this or that? And without the leader like, really articulating, maybe the wrestle they've
been through or the struggle or what makes them lose sleep at night, right? And being like, this
is just on my mind, whether it's a personal experience or something I'm facing with my family or
this is like God is like making me wrestle with this thing. So we're gonna talk about it, right? I
think just articulating that journey of like, this is what I'm going through. And that's why we're
talking about this. Maybe we shouldn't talk about this. I don't know, but this is where my mind is
constantly pushed as the key holder as the person that's the leader. I think that goes a long way
rather than just jumping in and being like, no, this is what we're going to talk about. And this is
the direction we're going. And this is the new theme, or whatever it is, right? Yeah. Awesome.
Any other principle concept that you want to make sure we cover before we wrap up. Maybe
one. And that is, what does it mean to be heard? So as Sara and I were working through getting
the sisters to feel like they were being heard in a ward council or that their opinion mattered
what we found out was some of them think being heard is getting our way. And it's the same for
brethren as well. A member of the high council, they didn't listen to me if we didn't come out with
a decision that they went in thinking that that ought to be. And so I think it's important to
understand that when we're counseling together, we're not always going to get our way. And
that's not what unity is going to look like. So just because it didn't come out the way you think it
should doesn't mean that the leader didn't take that into consideration and didn't weigh their
opinion in that matter. Because not everybody agrees, that's the way things ought to be. I think
it's important to getting your way just because you didn't just because you didn't get your way,
didn't mean you weren't heard. Yeah. And oftentimes we walk into a meeting, you know, feeling
like, no, I felt a strong spiritual nudging in this arena with this idea. And so the council most likely
to go this way. But then when it does it, we begin to think, wait a minute, I wasn't hurt. Let me
explain to you one more time. Why this is so necessary.
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And to just be at peace of the council process, right? And I think that's crucial. Is there anything
else any other principle that we missed or concept we want to make sure we cover? Or do we
do a pretty good job? No, I think it's great. And I would just encourage the sisters to speak up
more. And speak up more. Your voice matters. Love it. Well, president Williams, I appreciate
you doing this. The week of stake conference, as if you had nothing else to do, right? I'll be all
right. Yeah. Delegation. Another strong leadership program. This is good. Well, I've got one
more question for you. And Dale youth the last word at stake conference. So we're going to give
Sara the last word here. But the question I have is as you reflect on your time as a leader, how
is being a leader helped you become a better follower of Jesus Christ? I think the idea of a
leader is not what the leader can do, but what can help others do. And I think when you think of
Christ's life, Christ didn't do much for himself. He wanted to help others and so that's my
experience as a leader has helped me come closer to Christ because I see people differently.
And I want to know what I can do to help them. Sara, what about you? Oh, I think that being a
leader has just helped me to increase my capacity to love others the way that the savior loves
them because when you serve them, you see you see them as he does. And not because when
I say that, I think it's easy to love the people that think you're great and that just pat you on the
back. Thank you so much for all that you're doing. But where I really like increased my capacity
to love and to become more like the savior is when I've when I've worked to love the people that
disagree with the way that I do things and that maybe point out my weaknesses and so that's
been really that's been really stretching for me and something that I'm that I'm really grateful for.
And that concludes this how I lead interview. I hope you enjoyed it and I would ask you, could
you take a minute and drop this link in an email on social media in a text wherever it makes the
most sense and share it with somebody who could relate to this experience and this is how we,
how we develop as leaders, just hearing what the other guys doing, trying some things out,
testing, adjusting, for your area, and that's where great leadership is discovered, right? So we
would love to have you share this with somebody in this calling or a related calling, and that
would be great. And also, if you know somebody, any type of leader who would be a fantastic
guest on how I lead segment reach out to us, go to leading scenes dot org slash contact, maybe
send this individual an email, letting them know that you're going to be suggesting their name for
this interview. We'll reach out to them and see if we can line them up. So again, go to leading
saints dot org slash contact, and there you can submit all the information and let us know. And
maybe they will be on a feature how I lead segment on the leading saints podcast. Remember,
solve the burden of meetings by visiting leading saints dot org slash 14 and getting 14 days
access to the meetings with saints, virtual library. It came as a result of the position of
leadership, which was imposed upon us by the God of heaven who brought forth a restoration of
the gospel of Jesus Christ, and when the declaration was made, concerning the own only true
and living church upon the face of the earth. We were immediately put in a position of
loneliness. The loneliness of leadership from which we can not shrink nor run away. And to
which we must face up with boldness and courage and ability


